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   Ubby’s Underdogs is the first graphic novel 
by an Aboriginal author. Brenton McKenna 
is a Yawuru (Broome language group) artist 
and writer. He studied visual arts for two 
years at Goulburn TAFE and in 2009 was 
one of twenty successful applicants to be 
awarded a highly sought after mentorship 
with the Australian Society of Authors.

 For more information and great updates 
about the book and Brenton, you can follow 
Ubby’s Underdogs on Facebook.

 READ Brenton McKenna’s artist profile on 
page 5

ActIvItY 1 BuIlDIng READIng sKIlls

• skimming and scanning for information

• reading headings, sub-headings, text boxes and pictures

• reading for meaning

• making connections between the text and your world

 There are three levels of comprehension questions:

 literal The answer is located in one sentence in the text.

 Inferred You need to make links between text and graphics (such as photographs,   
  illustrations, maps and tables) and what you already know. 

 Applied The answer is in your background knowledge, what you already know or feel. 
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shade one bubble.

1.   According to the text, Brenton describes his style of art as

                graphic art

                “deadly” art

                primary art

                realistic art          (literal)

2.  I love everything about this style of art, but creating a story and characters takes the cake.

 In this sentence, takes the cake means

                this style of art makes you want to steal a cake

                it is the best thing about it

                it can be very unhealthy for you

         writing is like cooking         (applied)

3.  What is the relationship between the photo, drawings and the main text?   (inferred)

4.  The main purpose of including the price, publisher and website for Brenton’s new book is to 

 

               provide information

                encourage people to find out more about the book and buy it 

                describe the book

                explain how Brenton wrote the book       (applied)
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ActIvItY 2  lAnguAgE convEntIons – spEllIng
 the spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.  

 Write the correct spelling for each word in the box.

1. The common term is “graffic art”.

2. Brenton loved comik books as a child. 

3. He had reading difficultys in school.  

4. He didn’t reed too many books.

5. He’s regonised as a writer and an artist.

 Each sentence has one word that is incorrect.

 Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.

1. What do you think is uneek about your art?

2. It includes a bit of majik.

3. Comic books are brilyant.

4. He has been writeing since he was young.

5.   My advise is to keep working on your art. 
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ActIvItY 3 lAnguAgE convEntIons – gRAMMAR
 shade one bubble. 

1. Which word or words correctly complete this sentence?

 If we           working hard, we will succeed. 

               keeps

               keeping

               keep

               would keep

2. Which word correctly completes this sentence?

 This is Brenton’s first graphic novel,          he is planning to publish more.

                besides

                but

                therefore

                otherwise

3.  Which word or words are not needed in this sentence?

 You can purchase Ubby’s Underdogs for the amount of $24.95.

                purchase 

                the amount of

                Ubby’s Underdogs

                can  
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ActIvItY 4  lAnguAgE convEntIons – punctuAtIon
 shade one bubble. 

1.  An apostrophe ( ’ )  has been left out of this sentence. 

 Where does the missing apostrophe go?

  Everyones probably heard these statements a thousand times. 

2.  Each of these sentences has the final punctuation missing.

 In which sentence is a question mark ( ? ) needed?

                I wonder how Brenton started writing

                Brenton likes to write and draw, doesn’t he

                I asked Brenton which books he liked to read 

     Brenton reads a lot of books, but he likes graphic novels best  

3.  Which punctuation correctly completes the sentence?

 Brenton has started to write graphic novels           he has stopped writing horror comics.

               colon (  :  )

               comma (  ,  )  

                semi-colon (  ;  )  

                question mark (  ?  )
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ActIvItY 5  WRItIng A REsponsE
 A book review is persuasive writing that describes a text and makes a judgement about it.
 Here’s an example of a book review:

context
Historical Background 

Description
characters
plot
themes

Evaluation

opinions about the 
text 

Judgement

Australia’s first Indigenous graphic novel  
www.readings.com

It is the late 1940s and the small pearling town of Broome in 
Western Australia is still recovering from WWII. 

Ubby, a smart, street-wise Aboriginal girl, is the leader of a small 
rag-tag gang known as the “Underdogs”. Trying to make a name 
for the Underdogs, she meets Sai Fong, a Chinese girl just off the 
boat from Shanghai. From the moment Ubby and Sai Fong meet, 
their worlds collide as they find themselves thrown into a series of 
bizarre adventures full of myths and legends and everything from 
ancient mechanical demons to fantastic beasts — and secrets 
never before exposed.

The Legend of the Phoenix Dragon is the first in the Ubby’s 
Underdogs trilogy. This is an epic tale that measures the limits 
of courage and friendship. It is storytelling on a grand scale that 
expertly draws in characters that have links to other worlds amidst 
a complex backdrop of fictionalised Aboriginal and Chinese 
mythology. 

Brenton’s first graphic novel leaves you gasping for air and in 
anticipation of things to come.

 Write a REvIEW of your favourite book.

 think about:

• examples, elaborations and evidence from your text to support your ideas.

 Remember to:

• research your topic and plan your writing

• follow the structure of a review

• give examples to support your ideas

• write in sentences

• pay attention to your spelling and punctuation 

• use a new paragraph for each new idea

• choose your words carefully to convince a reader of your opinions

• check and edit your writing so that it is clear for a reader.


